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A good Medical Record consists of a Medical record that is completely filled in, precisely and can start from the recording, Installation and Storage done correctly. Completeness in filling medical records by doctors can provide other health workers in providing care or care for patients. Completeness in the recording of the surgical report regarding the surgical procedure for the surgical patient regarding the clarity of the order of the surgical procedures. The completeness of the surgical report is one indicator to measure the quality of services provided by the hospital, measure the quality of medical records and good documentation. This study discusses to determine the factors that influence doctors in filling out surgical reports in Mandau District Hospital Bengkalis Regency. This type of research is a quantitative study with a cross sectional study design. The population in this study were all surgeons with a sample of 30. Data collection using a questionnaire. Data analysis techniques used univariate, bivariate and multivariate analysis with multiple linear regression tests. The results of the study explained that there were interactions of knowledge variables (X1), Attitudes variables (X2) and SPO variables (X3) towards the regulation of filling surgical reports (Y), with p-values $X_1 = 0.003 <0.05$, $X_2 = 0.000 <0.05$, and $X_3 = 0.000 <0.05$, the regression equation is the doctor’s behavior filling out the surgical report = $a+b_1.x_1+b_2.x_2+b_3.x_3$.
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